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adult somatic cells, telomerase expression and 
activity are low and decline further with age.1,2 
Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein that synthesiz‑
es primarily telomeric DNA. The enzyme contsists 
of 2 main subunits: telomerase reverse transcrip‑
tase (TERT), responsible for catalyzing the addi‑
tion of the TTAGGG sequences to the 3’ end of 
the DNA strand, and telomerase RNA component 
(TERC), serving as a template for the newly syn‑
thesized telomeric DNA.2,6

Despite the potential significance of telomere 
length and telomerase components in neointimal 
formation,7-9 polymorphisms in genes coding for 
TERT (rs2736100) and TERC (rs12696304) have 
not yet been studied in the context of in ‑stent 
restenosis. The study aimed to evaluate the rela‑
tionship between TERT and TERC polymorphisms 
and the clinically ‑driven target lesion revascular‑
ization (TLR) for in ‑stent restenosis in patients 
who underwent percutaneous coronary interven‑
tion (PCI) with stent implantation for stable CAD.

Methods A total of 657 unrelated White patients, 
who underwent elective PCI with implantation 
of at least one bare ‑metal stent between 2007 
and 2012 at our center and completed a 4 ‑year 
follow ‑up for TLR were included in the analy‑
sis. Target lesion revascularization was defined 
as PCI of a lesion localized within the previous‑
ly implanted stent or within 5 mm of the stent, 
or coronary artery bypass grafting of the target 
vessel for in ‑stent restenosis.

Introduction Telomeres are regions located at the 
end of each chromosome that comprise tandem 
repeats of the DNA sequence (TTAGGG)n. Telo‑
meres are shortened during each cell division be‑
cause DNA polymerase cannot fully replicate the 
3’ end of the DNA strand. They are necessary for 
the maintenance of genome stability and integri‑
ty.1,2 On the other hand, excessive shortening of 
telomeres resulting from mitoses and / or oxida‑
tive stress leads to the cessation of cell divisions 
in the majority of somatic cells (ie, cellular senes‑
cence) or cellular death via apoptosis.3 The aver‑
age telomere length is mostly genetically deter‑
mined and decreases with age.4 Extensive pop‑
ulation studies showed that telomere length is 
linked with the risk of many age ‑related diseases, 
such as coronary artery disease (CAD), Alzheim‑
er’s disease, and malignant tumors.1 Moreover, 
several single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
affecting the average telomere length have been 
identified in genome ‑wide association studies.4,5 
Some of these polymorphisms are associated with 
a risk for diseases mentioned above, which may 
indicate that telomere length is not only an epi‑
phenomenon of other processes but also has 
a direct impact on the risk for those illnesses.1,4

Significant differences in telomere length are 
also observed across different tissues.2 In some 
tissues, telomere length can be maintained—de‑
spite numerous cell divisions—due to telomerase 
activity, which can be observed mainly in embry‑
onic stem cells and undifferentiated cells. In most 
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genotypes of TERT and TERC polymorphisms 
(TAbLE 1). There was no relationship between TERT 
and TERT genotypes and the risk of TLR in uni‑
variable Cox regression analysis, even after ad‑
justment for clinical, angiographic, and proce‑
dural covariates (TAbLE 1).

Discussion Telomerase plays an essential role in 
regulating gene expression, cell differentiation, 
proliferation, and apoptosis, all of which seem to 
be independent of the enzyme’s primary function 
of maintaining telomere length.2 All of the above 
functions of telomerase might be involved in vas‑
cular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) proliferation 
and extracellular matrix synthesis, that is, main 
processes contributing to neointimal formation 
after stent implantation.10 In vitro studies proved 
that telomerase activity in VSMCs correlates with 
cell proliferation, and inhibition of telomerase de‑
creases cellular growth.11 Torella et al7 showed in 
a rat model of angioplasty ‑induced arterial inju‑
ry that telomerase activity and neointimal growth 
in old rats were lower than in adult rats. The inhi‑
bition of neointimal formation by everolimus in 
drug ‑eluting stents is linked to an antiprolifera‑
tive effect of this drug on VSMCs. Recent stud‑
ies demonstrated that this effect results partly 
from the ability of everolimus to inhibit the TERT‑
‑dependent activation of promoters of genes as‑
sociated with the cell S ‑phase entry.12 Telomer‑
ase also regulates the expression of other genes 
potentially linked with the formation of neointi‑
ma, such as those encoding vascular endothelial 
growth factor and epidermal growth factor recep‑
tor.2,10 Endorf et al8 found that TERT affects neo‑
intimal formation through epigenetic regulation 
of proliferative gene expression in smooth muscle 
cells. A study by Armstrong et al9 showed that in 
patients with implanted stents, the average LTL 
correlates positively with neointimal stent strut 
coverage assessed by optical coherence tomogra‑
phy 6 months after PCI.

Previous studies found that SNPs of TERT 
(rs2736100) and TERC (rs12696304) are asso‑
ciated with both LTL and the risk of many age‑
‑related diseases.1,4,5 Despite that and the poten‑
tial role of telomerase in neointima formation, 
we did not find any association between polymor‑
phisms of genes coding for TERT and TERC and 
clinically ‑driven TLR in patients who underwent 
PCI for stable CAD.

There are several limitations to our study that 
must be considered. First, our study cohort was 
limited to the Central European, White patients. 
Therefore our results should not be generalized to 
other populations or ethnicities. Second, consider‑
ing that some of the patients had more than one 
lesion stented, we could not exclude the confound‑
ing effect of common (patient ‑related) factors on 
clustered target lesions within a single patient.

In conclusion, this study showed no association 
between the polymorphisms of TERT (rs2736100) 
and TERC (rs12696304) and the risk for TLR af‑
ter PCI.

The study conformed to the Declaration of Hel‑
sinki and was approved by the Ethics Committee 
of the Silesian Medical Chamber in Katowice, Po‑
land. Written informed consent was obtained 
from included patients.

We selected 2 common variants of TERT 
and TERC (rs2736100 and rs12696304, respec‑
tively), which were previously found to be as‑
sociated with leukocyte telomere length (LTL) 
in genome ‑wide association studies.4,5 Genomic 
DNA was extracted from whole blood samples. Ge‑
notyping for SNPs of the TERT and TERC genes 
was performed by the TaqMan method (Ther‑
mo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, 
United States; Assay IDs, C___1844009_10 and 
C____407063_10, respectively; catalog #4351379) 
on the Cobas z480 Real ‑Time PCR System (Roche, 
Basel, Switzerland) following manufacturer’s in‑
struction. Positive controls were established 
through sequencing by the Sanger method. For 
quality control, genotyping of 10% of samples 
was randomly repeated, which led to obtaining 
completely consistent results. The genotypes of 
the TERT and TERC polymorphisms were success‑
fully determined for 654 (99.5%) and 656 (99.8%) 
patients, respectively.

Statistical analysis The χ2 test was used to deter‑
mine whether the observed genotype frequencies 
were consistent with the Hardy–Weinberg equi‑
librium. In a per ‑lesion analysis, both univariable 
and multivariable Cox regression models (adjust‑
ed for clinical, angiographic, and procedural co‑
variates) were performed to evaluate the associa‑
tion between the genotypes and TLR (in the dom‑
inant, recessive, and co dominant models). A P val‑
ue of less than 0.05 was considered significant. 
Statistical analysis was performed using the R lan‑
guage and environment for statistical computing 
(R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 
Austria; http://www.R‑project.org/) as well as Sta‑
tistica, version 13.3 (TIBCO Software, Palo Alto, 
California, United States).

Results The study group comprised 657 pa‑
tients with 781 coronary lesions treated with 
PCI. The median (interquartile range [IQR]) age 
of patients was 63 (56–70) years. Among them, 
465 (70.8%) were male, 173 (26.3%) had diabe‑
tes, 272 (41.4%) had a history of previous PCI, 
and 64 (9.7%) had previous coronary artery by‑
pass grafting. In 112 patients (17%), there was 
more than one lesion treated with PCI. The most 
frequently treated artery was the right coro‑
nary artery (295 lesions, 37.8% of all stented le‑
sions). The median (IQR) total stent length was 
18 (13–23) mm, and the median (IQR) stent di‑
ameter was 3 (2.5–3.5) mm. Of all included indi‑
viduals, 72 patients (with 79 lesions) underwent 
clinically ‑driven TLR for in ‑stent restenosis dur‑
ing a 4 ‑year follow ‑up. The observed genotype 
frequencies were consistent with the Hardy– 
–Weinberg equilibrium (TAbLE 1). There were 
no differences in the  TLR rate between the 
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TAbLE 1 The allelic distribution, target lesion revascularization rate at 4 years, and the results of univariable and multivariable analyses of 
the relationship between TERT and TERC genotypes and the risk of target lesion revascularization (in the dominant, recessive, and co dominant models)

Genotypes TERC (rs12696304) TERT (rs2736100)

Homozygous 
major (CC)

Heterozygous 
(CG)

Homozygous 
minor (GG)

P value Homozygous 
major (AA)

Heterozygous 
(AC)

Homozygous 
minor (CC)

P value

Genotype distribution, n (%) 334 (50.8) 275 (41.9) 47 (7.2) 0.34a 202 (30.7) 309 (47) 143 (21.8) 0.23a

TLR rate, n (%) 41 (12.3) 28 (10.2) 3 (6.4) 0.41 17 (8.4) 36 (11.7) 19 (13.3) 0.32

Dominant model (CCref vs CG + GG) Dominant model (AAref vs AC + CC)

HR (95% CI) unadjusted 0.79 (0.51–1.24) 0.31 1.46 (0.87–2.44) 0.15

HR (95% CI) adjusted for 
clinical, angiographic, and 
procedural variablesb

0.8 (0.51–1.25) 0.33 1.51 (0.9–2.54) 0.12

Recessive model ([CC + CG]ref vs GG) Recessive model ([AA + AC]ref vs CC)

HR (95% CI) unadjusted 0.65 (0.24–1.77) 0.4 1.37 (0.83–2.26) 0.21

HR (95% CI) adjusted for 
clinical, angiographic, and 
procedural variablesb

0.65 (0.24–1.8) 0.41 1.35 (0.81–2.24) 0.25

Co dominant model 1 (CCref vs CG) Co dominant model 1 (AAref vs AC)

HR (95% CI) unadjusted 0.83 (0.52–1.32) 0.43 1.36 (0.79–2.36) 0.27

HR (95% CI) adjusted for 
clinical, angiographic, and 
procedural variablesb

0.83 (0.53–1.33) 0.45 1.43 (0.82–2.49) 0.2

Co dominant model 2 (CCref vs GG) Co dominant model 2 (AAref vs CC)

HR (95% CI) unadjusted 0.60 (0.21–1.66) 0.32 1.67 (0.9–3.11) 0.11

HR (95% CI) adjusted for 
clinical, angiographic, and 
procedural variablesb

0.61 (0.22–1.69) 0.34 1.68 (0.9–3.14) 0.1

a P value for the Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium

b Adjusted for diabetes, aorto ‑ostial lesion, bifurcation lesion, stent underexpansion, edge dissection, and lesion treated with more than one stent

Abbreviations: HR, hazard ratio; TERC, telomerase RNA component; TERT, telomerase reverse transcriptase; TLR, target lesion revascularization
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